JOURNAL   OF   ARNOLD   BENNETT
The story was interesting and the sense of character very strong
indeed.
Upton Sinclair. A brief chat. Not a bad sort of chap, I thought.
For the doorman, the Waldorf is simply a place where the
doors revolve 18 hours a day or more.
Wednesday, October
Last night. Rhodes, dramatist, came in with Knoblock for
tea. Mrs. Adelaide Ames and her friend (heralded as beauti-
ful, Gibsonish). Mrs. Glaesner came for tea too. Knoblock
dined with me and Rhodes (societyish dramatist) at Caf 6 Martin,
and then I took them to Wallack's to see George Arliss in Louis
N. Parker's " Disraeli ". Doran joined us. An awfully tedious
play. English players. Just the Louis Parker artificial drivel.
We came to the Waldorf bar. Went to bed before 12. Rhodes
wanted to take me on to the Guinnesses in Washington Sq. ;
I wouldn't go.
Bad night.
I had breakfast in bed. Very well served on table brought
in. Soft-boiled eggs. Difficulty of breaking them into glass.
Appt. with Bjorkman at n and with Arthur Hooley at 11.30.
Bjorkman too talkative. An analytic and probably uncreative
brain, but very decent.
I said : " A good book is interesting, a book that isn't in-
teresting isn't good."
Arthur Hooley said instantly: "Could you say that of a
man?"
Thursday , October z6th.
New York (or Yorkers). Young people coming out of school
or college. Confident. Defiant. Phrase: " These invaders of
our time, our earth."
Boston, October
Blotting-paper in U.S.A. is darker "and thicker.   Blue and
green, till you aren't sure what it is.
Excursion to Cambridge, and Harvard with Basil King 1 who
came to fetch us and insisted on us taking tram.   King said
every one did it and we must do it.   Remember underground
tram station and gradual emergence, very uncomfortable.   View
1 Author of "The Street Called Straight".
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